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‘Die Uninterpretierbarkeit der Musik’: Adorno’s 
Theory of Musical Reproduction

In his Theory of Musical Reproduction, Adorno identifies two conflicting types of 
idealization with respect to musical performance. On the one hand, the ideal performance 
often necessitates modifications of the composition in order to save the coherence of its 
realization. On the other hand, the ideal composition does not necessarily have to comply 
with the requirements of a coherent performance; consequently, any modification can lead 
to the destruction of its immanent truth. In order to save the possibility of performance, 
Adorno sets up a dialectic between the three levels at which composition and performance 
interact: ‘das mensurale’, ‘das idiomatische’, and finally ‘das neumische’, where the two earlier 
levels reappear in a higher form as analysis and mimesis, respectively.

In December 1927 Theodor W. Adorno jotted down a first schema of what had to become 
a comprehensive theory of musical reproduction. This schema (reproduced in Table 1) 
already contains all key concepts according to which Adorno planned to elaborate his 
theory of performance.1 

In the first section of the schema, the central topic ‘reproduction’ is accompanied by two 
other concepts, the ‘musical work’ itself and ‘history’. Both these notions are developed in 
the next sections. In section II, Adorno mentions the truth-content (‘Wahrheitsgehalt’) 
of the work and its disintegration (‘Zerfall’). In sections III to V, he relates these ideas 
of truth and disintegration to history, conceived as a dialectic between the history of 
the works and that of their reproduction. This reproduction is considered a form of its 
own, to a certain extent independent of, or rather coexisting with, the musical work itself. 

1 Theodor W. Adorno, Zu einer Theorie der musikalischen Reproduktion (Aufzeichnungen, ein Entwurf und zwei 

Schemata), ed. Henri Lonitz, Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp Verlag, 2001,  p. 315.

 I. Reproduktion, Werk, Geschichte.
 II. Die Wahrheitsgehalte der Werke und ihr Zerfall.
 III. Die Dialektik zwischen der Geschichte der Werke und der der Reproduktion. 

Reproduktion als Form.
 IV. Die geschichtsphilosophische Struktur der Veränderung der Werke, das Subjekt-

Objektproblem und die Reproduktion. Das Problem der Freiheit der Reproduktion.
 V. Das Problem der Tradition, die immanente Geschichtsphilosophie der Reproduktion und 

ihre strukturelle Bezogenheit auf die der Werke. Das Nichtaufgehen.
 VI. Beethoven-Analyse.
 VII. Die aktuelle Problematik der Reproduktion. Mechanisierung.
 VIII. Die Konvergenz zur Erkenntnis und die Idee des Verstummens.

Table 1
First schema of Adorno’s Theory of Musical Reproduction, 29 December 1927.
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Adorno’s schema ends with an intriguing remark about the convergence towards insight 
and ‘die Idee des Verstummens’, the idea of falling silent.
 After having drafted this schema, Adorno remained silent about his theory of musical 
reproduction for almost twenty years. Many of his ideas nevertheless found their way into 
smaller articles written in the 1920s and 1930s, such as ‘Zum Problem der Reproduktion’ 
and ‘Drei Dirigenten’.2 Only in 1946 in Los Angeles did Adorno begin to write down his 
ideas about musical reproduction in a systematic way, in the so-called ‘Schwarzes Buch’ 
or Black Book. These notes were continued until 6 December 1959, the day Adorno 
reached the last page of his Black Book.3 Although there exists a more continuous draft, 
dictated in 1949, of what could have constituted the first part of Adorno’s theory of 
musical reproduction, the project itself was never finished and Adorno’s book on musical 
reproduction remained unwritten. What survives is a collection of often brilliant but 
invariably aphoristic notes, leaving the reader the task to bring coherence into these notes 
and to visualize what Adorno’s theory could have looked like. The goal of the following 
comments on Adorno’s theory of musical reproduction is not to reconstruct or even 
finish this project, but to define some of its central problems and concepts, starting from 
Adorno’s scattered notes. In this way it will be possible to substantiate Adorno’s first 
schema, without pretending in any way to bring a solution to a problem left unresolved 
by the author himself.
 Rather than starting from the nonexistent whole, it may be advisable to begin in medias 
res, with a very specific problem Adorno encountered in his reading of a text by Richard 
Wagner on musical performance. In Zum Vortrag der neunten Symphonie Beethovens, 
Wagner suggests a drastic change in what he considers to be an unperformable passage in 
the finale of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony.4 This passage (mm. 836-839) brings a similar 
motive in free imitation between the four vocal soloists, beginning with the soprano and 
continuing with alto, tenor and bariton (Example 1). 
 During the imitation in the alto voice in m. 837, however, the tenor part anticipates 
its own imitation of the next measure, thus creating the suggestion of having begun its 
imitation a measure early. In Wagner’s opinion, the motive in the tenor in m. 837 not 
only distracts attention from the tenor’s proper imitation in the following measure, but 
also impairs the clarity of the imitation procedure (with its downward motion through 
the voices), to say nothing of the prohibitively difficult task to sing the tenor part of mm. 
837-838 without coming into serious respiration problems (or in Wagner’s words, ‘ohne 
in ein beängstigendes Abmühen zu gerathen’).5 Wagner’s suggestion for improvement of 
this passage is radical: he reduces the tenor passage in m. 837 to its principal harmonic 
pitches, indicated in his example by an asterisk (Example 2).
 Adorno’s comment on Wagner’s intervention deserves full quotation, since it 
enables us to deduce some of the most important issues at stake in his theory of musical 
reproduction:

‘Die Realisierung von Wagners Forderung der rein sinngemäßen Aufführung zerstört 
das Werk – und zwar unbedingt jedes – weil die Erkenntnis, die das Ideal der Interpreta-
tion abgibt, zugleich notwendig den Nachweis der Brüchigkeit des Sinnes liefert (NB beim 
letzten Beethoven is die Brüchigkeit des Sinnes selber ein Element dieses Sinnes. Der “ver-

2 Published respectively in Pult und Taktstock (1925) and Musikblätter des Anbruch (1926); see also Theodor W. 

Adorno, Gesammelte Schriften – Band 19: Musikalische Schriften VI, ed. Rolf Tiedemann, Frankfurt am Main: 

Suhrkamp Verlag, 1984, pp. 440-444 and 453-459.

3 Adorno, Zu einer Theorie der musikalischen Reproduktion, p. 383 (‘Editorische Nachbemerkung’).

4 Richard Wagner, ‘Zum Vortrag der neunten Symphonie Beethovens’, in: Wagner, Gesammelte Schriften –Band 

9: Musikalische Erläuterungen, ed. Julius Kapp, Leipzig s.d., pp. 127-153, here pp. 150-153.

5 Wagner, Ibid., p. 151; see also Adorno, Zu einer Theorie der musikalischen Reproduktion, p. 63.
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wirrende” Takt des Tenors ehe er imitatorisch den roten Faden übernimmt, höchst char-
akteristisch für den letzten Beethoven, wäre zu retten!). Mit unabdingbarer Konsequenz 
vielmehr treibt die am Ideal des Werkes gemessene Vernunft Wagners zur Veränderung 
des Werkes und dieser ist kein Einhalt zu gebieten. Das Werk verändert sich und zerfällt 
am Ideal seiner eigenen Wahrheit – das ist das Geheimnis seiner inneren Historizität.’6

In his comment, Adorno distinguishes between two conflicting types of idealization. 
On the one hand, the ideal performance may necessitate modifications of the written 
composition in order to comply with the requirements of a coherent representation of the 
work. On the other hand, the ideal composition (as opposed to the sounding composition) 

6 Adorno, Zu einer Theorie der musikalischen Reproduktion, p. 65.
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does not necessarily have to comply with the requirements of a coherent performance. 
Adorno understands this tenor passage, in its nonconformity to the rules of a clear and 
unambiguous performance, as characteristic of late Beethoven. In other words, the 
apparent lack of coherence is itself an element of coherence in Beethoven’s late works and 
should not be concealed but rather retrieved as an element of the compositional truth. 
For Adorno, any interpretation that disguises the inherent antinomies of the composition 
is a betrayal of the compositional truth, since in higher organized music, these antinomies 
are inextricably linked with its truth-content (‘Wahrheitsgehalt’): ‘Je höher Musik geartet 
ist, um so tiefer sind ihre Unvollkommenheiten und Fehler mit ihrem Besten verschränkt 
– wie oft ist das Beste gerade der gestaltete und die Gestalt sprengende Widerspruch.’7

 This conflict between the ideal of a coherent performance and the ideal of the 
compositional truth gives rise to an inevitable paradox. On the one hand, the historically 
unfolding reception and reproduction of a work necessarily implies changes of this 
work, which may finally lead to the destruction of its immanent truth, as in Wagner’s 
elimination of Beethoven’s apparently incoherent tenor passage. On the other hand, the 
notion of an immanent truth is itself only an ideal construct: a composition does not 
exist in and of itself (as ‘Ding an sich’) but necessarily needs performance (interpretation) 
in order to realize its truth. The result is that, according to Adorno, the musical work 
has become unperformable by the inevitable logic of its historical existence: ‘Das Werk 
verändert sich und zerfällt am Ideal seiner eigenen Wahrheit – das ist das Geheimnis 
seiner inneren Historizität.’8 This idea of ‘Uninterpretierbarkeit’ (unperformability) runs 
as a leitmotiv through Adorno’s theory of musical reproduction, although it is often more 
suggested than demonstrated. It leads Adorno to contemplate whether we should not 
renounce performance, contenting ourselves with the silent lecture of music instead: 
‘Das Ideal stummen Musizierens, schließlich des Lesens musikalischer Texte.’9 This would 
signify the end of the history of musical performance. Yet this very idea of the end of 
history is irreconcilable with Adorno’s thinking and is contradicted by the persistence 
with which he attempted to formulate a theory of musical reproduction. In his effort 
to save the possibility of performance, Adorno distinguishes between three levels in the 
reproduction of a musical text. As will become clear, the idea of ‘Uninterpretierbarkeit’ is 
repeated on each of these levels when they are considered in isolation, each time leading to 
what Adorno calls ‘Verdinglichung’ or reification. The only way to avoid ‘Verdinglichung’ 
is by setting up a dialectical movement between these levels.
 Previous to the discussion of each of these three levels, it may be useful to begin with 
a general definition. Characteristically, Adorno’s own definition is very succinct: 

‘Die Terminologie möchte ich wie folgt festlegen: der musikalische Text enthält 3 El-
emente 

das mensurale (das bisher als signifikativ bezeichnete, der Inbegriff alles durch Zeichen 
eindeutig Gegebenen)

das neumische (bisher: mimisch, mimetisch oder gestisch genannt, das aus den 
Zeichen zu interpolierende strukturelle)

das idiomatische (bisher: musiksprachliche, d. h. die aus der je vorgegebenen und das 
Werk einschließenden Musiksprache zu erschließende).

Thema der Arbeit ist eigentlich die Dialektik dieser Elemente.’10

The first level, the mensural, is described as everything that is ‘unambiguously given 

7 Adorno, Ibid., p. 104.  

8 Adorno, Ibid., p. 65.

9 Adorno, Ibid., p. 11.

10 Adorno, Ibid., p. 88.
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through symbols’ and could be identified with the written musical text. The second 
level, the neumic, represents the structural element that has to be interpolated from the 
symbols. The third and final level, the idiomatic, stands for the general musical language 
which is, to a certain extent, preexistent and encompasses a particular work. Adorno may 
have received the inspiration for this distinction from his reading The History of Music in 
Performance, a study by Frederick Dorian.11 In one of the passages annotated by Adorno, 
Dorian distinguishes three approaches that should help the interpreter in his difficult 
task: 

‘First, he must learn how to read the script and to understand its language. Second, his 
fantasy must discover the musical essence, the inner language behind the written symbols. 
Finally, the interpreter should be fully acquainted with the background and the tradition of 
a work – with all the customs surrounding the score at the time of its creation.’12 

Although Dorian’s study may have been the original source of a distinction of three 
levels, Adorno’s way of refining these levels and of determining their interrelationship 
far transcends the original model. In the following discussion of each of these levels, the 
order of the last two levels will be changed (thus ending with the neumic), for reasons that 
will become clear at the end of this discussion.
 1. The mensural. Adorno may have chosen this term in reference to the moment in 
music history when music broke away from strict adherence to text rhythm and started to 
develop a measured notational system of its own. In Adorno’s view, the development of 
musical notation was a historical necessity but also a first step towards ‘Verdinglichung’. 
This process of rationalization was a necessary condition for the emancipation of music 
as an autonomous art. At the same time, notation is an instance of control, regulation and 
suppression of whatever it notates. It tries to command and to retain what, of necessity, 
has to escape: ‘Darin liegt die verzweifelte Utopie aller musikalischen Reproduktion: durch 
Verfügung das Unwiederbringliche wiederzubringen. Alles Musizieren ist eine Recherche 
du temps perdu.’13 In its attempt to retrieve the irretrievable, musical notation is not very 
successful. In comparison with the musical idea, musical notation is always imprecise, 
undifferentiated, and incapable of revealing the whole. The interpretational freedom left 
by notational ambiguity proves that the written composition is not an object an sich, 
but an object changing throughout history. This introduces historicity into the heart of 
music. According to Adorno, it would be wrong to say that reproduction must ‘awaken’ the 
sedimented content in music, since the substance of music is not that content, but rather 
the process of its sedimentation. Reproduction has to get hold of this process, the sign 
of the immanent historicity of the composition.14 The negation of this historicity leads 
to what Adorno calls ‘Positivismus’ in musical reproduction. This positivism is a kind of 
fetishism of the musical object, of the written symbols, and is associated by Adorno with 
the name of Arturo Toscanini. Adorno characterizes Toscanini’s style of performance 
with the word ‘streamlining’, indicating how the constant flow of music substitutes for 

11 Frederick Dorian (Friedrich Deutsch, 1902-1991) studied musicology with Guido Adler, compositional theory 

and conducting with Anton Webern and piano with Eduard Steuermann, and was a member of Schoenberg’s 

class in Vienna. From 1930 onwards Dorian worked as a music critic (in 1934 as Paris correspondent for the 

Frankfurter Zeitung). Following his emigration to the USA, he was a professor at Carnegie-Mellon University 

(Adorno, Zu einer Theorie der musikalischen Reproduktion, pp. 333-334).

12 Quoted in: Adorno, Zu einer Theorie der musikalischen Reproduktion, p. 19.

13 Adorno, Ibid., p. 71.

14 Adorno, Ibid., p. 118.
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the search for its structure and inner sense.15 In the context of Adorno’s theory of musical 
reproduction, Toscanini’s type of musical positivism represents ‘Verdinglichung’ at the 
level of the mensural and needs correction by the idiomatic.
 2. The idiomatic. The term idiomatic refers to ‘idiom’, a form of expression characteristic 
of an individual or a period of time. In Adorno’s notes, it is also designated with the 
word ‘tonsprachlich’. In a letter to Ingolf Dahl of 10 January 1949, Adorno gives a fuller 
description of this concept: 

‘Das Lesen von Musik hat zwei Dimensionen. Die eine bezieht sich auf die Notation, 
die andere auf etwas, was ich das tonsprachliche Element nennen möchte, also Kenntnis 
und Erfahrung von dem strukturierten Material, das jeglichem Kompositionsstil zugrunde-
liegt. Diese Sprache muß man aber bei jeder Beethovenschen Violinsonate genau so gut 
kennen wie beim Jazz: keine Notation spielt in einem Vakuum, sondern jede ist eine Art 
von Fixierung innerhalb eines jeweils vorgegebenen tonsprachlichen Kontinuums.’16 

The idiomatic element represents the ability to follow and to respond to certain 
anticipations in the music; it enables the performer to guess what could follow. This 
element is stronger in tonal music, although not entirely absent in non-tonal music, since, 
for Adorno, the objective tendency of non-tonal music also creates certain expectations. 
The idiomatic depends upon the context of the work and – even more importantly – on the 
performer’s familiarity with this context. Accordingly, the subject has an important role to 
play at this level. In indications such as ‘Tempo giusto’, Adorno recognizes an expression 
of the notation’s faith in the idiomatic element, in the performer’s understanding of the 
context.17 Although indispensable, this idiomatic element may also exercise a negative 
influence on musical reproduction. If the idiomatic becomes predominant, if the subject 
is guided all too easily by its instinctive tendencies, the object risks to be obliterated by 
the idiom, giving rise to a type of musical reproduction Adorno associates with romantic 
subjectivism. Just as at the level of the mensural, this creates a kind of fetishism, a new 
type of ‘Verdinglichung’, this time on the side of the subject. Adorno’s critique of subject 
fetishism can be recognized in his rejection of what he calls ‘der kulinarische Ton’ (‘the 
culinary tone’), expressed in the following ironic note: ‘Der Gedanke, daß es keinem 
Steinwayflügel einfällt, ein Konzert zu geben, weil er einen so schönen Ton hat – wohl 
aber dem Sänger.’18

 So far two levels have been discussed, the mensural and the idiomatic. Any exclusive 
emphasis on one of these levels results in ‘Verdinglichung’, positivism at the level of the 
mensural and romantic subjectivism at the level of the idiomatic. In Adorno’s theory of 
musical reproduction, it is only the dialectical interplay between object and subject that 
can lead away from any kind of ‘Verdinglichung’. One of his notes, written in August 1949, 
gives a very accurate formulation of this idea:

15 Adorno, Ibid., p. 12. In his attitude towards Toscanini, Adorno may have been influenced by certain 

musical memories of his childhood, since he remembers how his aunt Agathe, after hearing Toscanini’s 

Midsummer Night’s Dream overture, would say things like ‘die Geißen des Apennin haben den deutschen 

Wald abgefressen.’ (Adorno, Zu einer Theorie der musikalischen Reproduktion, p. 109). In 1958 Adorno would 

elaborate his critique of Toscanini in the article ‘Die Meisterschaft des Maestro’; see Theodor W. Adorno, 

Gesammelte Schriften – Band 16: Musikalische Schriften I (Klangfiguren), ed. Rolf Tiedemann, Frankfurt am 

Main: Suhrkamp Verlag, 1978, pp. 52-67.

16 Quoted in: Adorno, Zu einer Theorie der musikalischen Reproduktion, p. 346.

17 Adorno, Ibid., p. 92.

18 Adorno, Ibid., p. 15.
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‘Es muß, als eines der philosophischen Grundmotive der Arbeit, hervortreten, daß die 
Objektivität von Erkenntnis – und Darstellung – nicht ein Weniger an Subjektivität, ein 
Weglassen erheischt sondern ein Mehr an Subjektivität. Nachmachen heißt daß dem Sub-
jekt um so mehr vom Objekt sich erschließt wie es hineingibt. Das ist das zentrale Argu-
ment gegen den Positivismus. Aber dies Hineingeben spielt im Text, nicht als ein von ihm 
Abgespaltenes – und das ist die Schwelle gegen die Romantik. Das subjektive Moment der 
Objektivität ist die Interpretation.’19

This passage betrays the Kantian dimension of Adorno’s theory of musical reproduction, 
the idea that true objectivity can only be reached through subjective experience. Also 
Hegel’s influence can be recognized in the idea that the object is only revealed to the 
subject inasmuch as the subject is able to add of itself to the object. A similar dialectic will 
reappear at the last level, the level of the neumic.
 3. The neumic. The term neumic (‘neumisch’) was probably inspired by Adorno’s 
reading of Riemann’s Handbuch der Musikgeschichte and is derived from the symbols 
used in the earliest notation of Western plainchant. In Adorno’s choice of this term, 
two elements may have been decisive. On the one hand, neumic notation was an early 
attempt to determine pitch. On the other, this notation is possibly derived from the 
conductor’s hand-movements, as can be read in a passage from Riemann’s Handbuch, 
annotated by Adorno: ‘Es ist sogar nicht unmöglich, daß die Neumenschrift selbst 
griechischen Ursprungs ist und sich aus der Cheironomie, den Handbewegungen des 
die Melodiebewegung und die ihr entsprechenden Bewegungen des Chors leitenden 
Chordirigenten des Altertums entwickelt hat.’20 Both these elements of neumic notation, 
namely designation of pitch and of hand-movement, are reflected in the important role 
of analysis and mimesis, respectively, at the level of the neumic in Adorno’s theory of 
musical reproduction.
 In one of his earliest notes, Adorno leaves no doubt about the importance of 
analysis as the necessary precondition of any valid interpretation: ‘Genaue Analyse als 
selbstverständliche Voraussetzung der Interpretation. Ihr Kanon ist der fortgeschrittenste 
Stand der kompositionstechnischen Einsicht.’21 In order to reach this state of insight, a 
first prerequisite is the ability to read and interpret all musical symbols, in other words, a 
thorough knowledge of the mensural, Adorno’s first level. Analysis, as part of the neumic, 
nevertheless needs to transcend the level of the mensural in two important ways. First of 
all, analysis enables the performer to complement the image of the surface with an image 
of the whole, to discover structure and coherence, in Adorno’s words ‘musikalischen Sinn’. 
Only this concept of the whole makes it possible to determine the place and function of 
each element within this whole. This idea appears in Adorno’s often repeated observation 
that every interpretative indication, such as a crescendo, a ritardando, or a musical phrase, 
should never be defined in absolute terms, but always ‘im Verhältnis zum musikalischen 
Sinn’, in relation to the specific musical structure. This leads to a second aspect in which 
analysis transcends the mensural dimension: analysis is not only an attempt to find unity 
at the level of the whole, but also a way of defining the function of each individual element 
within this unity. It is not a reduction to the traditional formal parts, but a definition 
of the specific elements and forces unique to an individual work, although Adorno 
admits that the dialectic between these specific elements and the traditional musical 
forms constitutes a central issue in any analysis.22 Adorno’s view of the role of analysis in 
performance is summarized in his sentence: ‘Interpretieren heißt in der Erscheinung die 

19 Adorno, Ibid., p. 86.

20 Quoted in: Adorno, Ibid., p. 78.

21 Adorno, Ibid., p. 10.

22 Adorno, Ibid., pp. 125-126.
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Identität des Nichtidentischen, die Nichtidentität des Identischen verwirklichen: dies ist 
das Zentralproblem der gesamten Theorie.’23

 It would nevertheless be wrong to understand musical reproduction simply as a 
realization of analytical results: this would lead to an inadmissible rationalism and would 
make the analyst the sole authority on musical representation. To avoid the danger of 
pure rationalism, Adorno introduces a second key concept at the level of the neumic, 
namely mimesis, as a corrective to analysis. The relationship of mimesis to analysis is 
explained as follows: ‘Insofern die Notenschrift nicht nur Zeichensystem sondern Modell 
einer Nachahmung ist, muß die Analyse das Nachzuahmende herausstellen das im Text 
sich verschließt, aber es nachzuahmen bleibt nach wie vor die Aufgabe der Reproduktion 
und in ihr ist das Moment der Spontaneität gefordert. Ich muß wissen was ich nachahmen 
will, aber um es nachahmen zu können, bedarf es der Musikalität.’24 This remark relates 
Adorno’s concept of mimesis to several other notions, such as imitation (with its specific 
gestural connotations), spontaneity, and musicality, concepts that are closely associated 
with the level of the idiomatic. Mimesis reintroduces the idiomatic at the level of the 
neumic, in its attempt to restore something of the original and direct experience of music, 
that experience which is irretrievably lost and which musical notation desperately tries to 
capture, to fixate and thus to control. Mimesis aims to bring back to music the aspect of 
improvisational freedom; therefore Adorno could write that ‘strenges Auswendigspielen 
ist die wahre Freiheit.’25 
 Having discussed the role of analysis and mimesis at the level of the neumic, we 
can now define this level in its relation to the two earlier ones. In Adorno’s theory, true 
interpretation can take place only at the level of the neumic, with both earlier levels 
constituting preliminary – but necessary – stages: ‘Die Erfahrung des individuellen 
Interpreten führt stets vom idiomatischen Element durchs mensurale zum neumischen, 
und schlecht ist sowohl die welche beim idiomatischen wie beim mensuralen stehenbleibt.26 
(...) Aufgabe der musikalischen Interpretation ist es, das idiomatische Element durchs 
Mittel des mensuralen ins neumische umzusetzen. “Urspung ist das Ziel.”’27 But what 
then is the specific function of the neumic in comparison with the two earlier levels? A 
possible answer to this question can be deduced from the last sentence of Adorno’s note, 
‘The origin is the goal.’ This is a quotation from the final stanza of a famous poem by Karl 
Kraus, Der sterbende Mensch. By quoting this verse line, Adorno seems to suggest that the 
neumic is not only the end point, the goal of a true interpretation, but also its starting 
point, its origin. The origin of any interpretation is always individual experience, and it is 
this individual experience that distinguishes the neumic from the earlier levels. In other 
words: the neumic restates the object-subject dialectic of the mensural and the idiomatic, 
but elevates this dialectic from the level of the general to the level of the individual, where 
it is transformed into the higher dialectic of analysis and mimesis. Analysis represents 
reflected objectivity at the level of the individual work, whereas mimesis represents 
objectively anchored subjectivity at the level of the individual performer. It is this level of 
the neumic where the mensural and the idiomatic return to their origin, the individual 
experience.
 For Adorno, musical reproduction is always a dialectical process, and therefore not only 
firmly grounded in history but also essentially endless. The neumic is first and foremost 
a regulative idea in the Kantian sense, an idea that imposes the interpreter to continue 
to search and to never be satisfied with the results of this search. This can be represented 

23 Adorno, Ibid., p. 143.

24 Adorno, Ibid., p. 107.

25 Adorno, Ibid., p. 72.

26 Adorno, Ibid., p. 89.

27 Adorno, Ibid., p. 88.
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symbolically by a line gradually approaching but never reaching its goal, an image 
we have encountered in Adorno’s first schema for his theory of musical reproduction 
in the words ‘Die Konvergenz zur Erkenntnis’. Consequently, Adorno’s thesis of ‘die 
Uninterpretierbarkeit der Musik’ can be read as an expression of the regulative function 
of Adorno’s idea of true musical reproduction: ‘Die wahre Interpretation ist eine streng 
vorgezeichnete, aber um der tragenden Antinomie der Kunstmusik willen prinzipiell 
nicht zu verwirklichende Idee.’28 It is this very antinomy that brings up the question 
whether a realization of this regulative idea is even desirable. The true interpreter should 
rather be recognized by his ability to keep the mensural, the idiomatic and the neumic 
together in their antithesis, all the while mindful of the restrictions and finiteness of his 
own endeavour. Or to quote Adorno one last time: ‘Die Interpretation mißt sich an der 
Höhe ihres Mißlingens.’29

28 Adorno, Ibid., p. 74.

29 Adorno, Ibid., p. 120.
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